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ABSTRACT 
 
Thin film solar cells (TFSCs) where first introduced as a low cost alternative to conventional thick ones. TFSCs show 
low conversion efficiencies due to the used poor quality materials having weak absorption capabilities and to thin 
absorption layers. In order to increase light absorption within the active layer, specially near its absorption edge, photon 
management techniques were proposed. These techniques could be implemented on the top of the active layer to enhance 
the absorption capabilities and/or to act as anti-reflecting coating structures. When used at the back side, their purpose is 
to prevent the unabsorbed photons from escaping through the back of the cell.  
In this paper, we coupled the finite difference time-domain (FDTD) algorithm for simulating light interaction within the 
cell with the commercial simulator Comsol Multiphysics 4.3b for describing carrier transports. In order to model the 
dispersive and absorption properties of various used materials, their complex refractive indices were estimated using the 
Lorentzian-Drude (LD) coefficients. We have calculated the absorption profile in the different layers of the cell, the 
external quantum efficiency and the power conversion efficiency achieved by adding dielectric nanospheres on the top of 
the active layer. Besides that, the enhancement observed after the addition of dielectric nanospheres at the back side of 
the active layer was computed. The obtained results are finally compared with the effects of using textured surface and 
nanowires on the top in plus of cascaded 1D and 2D photonic crystals on the back.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A thin film solar cell (TFSC) is made by depositing one or more thin layers (thin films) of photovoltaic material on 
a substrate [1,2]. The thickness range of such layers is wide and varies from a few nanometers to tens of micrometers 
[3]. TFSC are usually produced by physical or chemical deposition techniques [4], which can be easily applied to large 
areas and which offers reduced costs. However, TFSCs suffer from low conversion efficiency due to low cost materials 
(weak absorption capabilities) and thin absorption layers [5]. To enhance the conversion efficiency of thin film solar 
cells, various optical enhancement techniques have been used [6-11].  
We consider a TFSC having amorphous silicon (a-Si) as the active material. The absorption in the TFSC is limited by 
the absorption capabilities of the active layer in the visible region. Most  photons in the near infrared region, above 700 
nm, will probably escape from the back side. In order to prevent such escaping, photon management techniques could be 
used [10,12-16]. These techniques could be implemented on the top of the active layer to enhance the absorption 
capabilities of the active layer [17-19]. In addition, to prevent the unabsorbed photons escaping from the back side of the 
cell [7,20], usually a textured back reflector is used to reflect the incoming light at an oblique angle [21]. As long as the 
light can deviate from the normal direction with an angle larger than the critical angle, total internal reflection can occur 
at the top surface and the light path can be further increased. This could be done using photonic structures [22] which are 
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3.1. Optical modelling 
AM1.5G is assumed with a maximum intensity of 1000 W/m2 [29]. TE and TM modes are represented by two equal 
Gaussian light sources with a mean wavelength of 550 nm and a width from 200 nm to 1700 nm. The simulated volume 
is chosen to be 100 μm	× 100 μm ×	100 μm with a calculating grid of 10 nm × 10 nm × 10 nm and the resolution is set 
to 10, (i.e. 10 meshes per calculating grid). Concerning the top HCP light trapping layer suggested in figure 1, two 
optical mechanisms should be associated, the local modes excitation and scattering. In order to study the local modes, 
the whispering gallery modes (WGM) in the dielectric nanospheres, Maxwell’s equations in spherical coordinates are 
reduced to sets of equations in scalar quantities known as Debye potential [30]. The general form of Maxwell’s 
equations in Gaussian units for a monochromatic field are:   
 
ߘ × ܧ = ݅݇ܪ					and										ߘ × ܪ = −݅݇ܧ                                                                                                                           (1) 
 
where E and H are the electric field intensity and magnetic field intensity respectively, i is the imaginary unit, k is the 
wave number (݇ = 	ఠ௖ √ߤ௥ߝ௥ ), ߱ is the angular frequency, ܿ is the speed of light in free space, ߤ௥	and	ߝ௥ are the medium 
relative permeability and relative permittivity respectively. Using the detailed analytical solution given in [30], one can 
reach the two general transcendental equations for both TE and TM modes inside the nanospheres respectively as follow:  
 
ൣ√௞௔	௃ೡ(௞௔)൧′
√௞௔	௃ೡ(௞௔) 		= 	ඥߝ௥/ߤ௥
ቂඥ௞೚௔	ுೡ{భ}(௞೚௔)ቃ
′
ඥ௞೚௔	ுೡ{భ}(௞೚௔)
                                                                                                                               (2) 
 
ൣ√௞௔		௃ೡ(௞௔)൧′
√௞௔	௃ೡ(௞௔) 		= 	ඥߤ௥/ߝ௥
ቂඥ௞೚௔	ுೡ{భ}(௞೚௔)ቃ
′
ඥ௞೚௔		ுೡ{భ}(௞೚௔)
                                                                                                                               (3) 
 
where	݇௢ = 	ఠ௖  represents the wave number in air, a is the sphere radius,		ܪ௩
{ଵ}௩ is the Hankel function of the first kind, ܬ௩ 
is the Bessel function and the prime sign indicates a derivative with respect to the argument. Herein, two integers n and 
m (݊ ≤ ݉)	are introduced to describe the arbitrary constants which appear during solving the differential equations.  The 
Bessel and Hankel argument (v) is defined by: 
 
ݒ = 		݊ + ଵଶ                                                                                                                                                                           (4) 
 
By solving the two transcendental equations (2 and 3) in terms  of		(݇௢ܽ), a set of roots (eigenfrequencies) could be 
determined. As these equations have many roots, another index q, will be introduced to indicate the order of the root, so 
that the mode will be described by n, m, q. It is important to mention that the transcendental equations are independent 
on the index m. This will lead to degenerate modes across this index.    
On the other hand, Comsol Multiphysics is used for modeling the scattering mechanism due to the HCP array of 
dielectric nanospheres by utilizing the Mie scattering model in [31]. The results assume elastic scattering only and do not 
include Brillouin or Raman scattering. The solutions provide details of the absorption, scattering, extinction, pressure 
cross-sections, back-scattering and radiation force exerted on the particle by an incident plane wave. The results are 
compared with the Mie analytical solution and show good agreement [32]. 
 
3.2. Carrier transport modeling  
Carrier transport in the simulated structure is carried out using the commercial simulator Comsol Multiphysics 5. This 
version offers a semiconductor material library making it possible to simulate various semiconductor devices governed 
by the drift-diffusion, Poisson and the continuity equations assuming carrier transport in one direction. Comsol uses 
finite element method (FEM) solver where a tetrahedral mesh was selected with a tunable size according to the 
minimum feature length in the TFSC structure. The targeted thin film solar cell is simulated as a p-i-n junction. The 
surface, the bulk recombinations and the contact effects are also considered. With a doping level of 1018 cm-3 in both the 
p and n sides, the optical generation rate term is extracted from the optical model and the material parameters are used 
from the Comsol Multiphysics library.  
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